New & Improved LOTUS Awards Strengthens Competition with Refined
Categories to Better Reflect B.C.’s Evolving Communications Landscape
Revamped competition announces call for submission and deadline for August 21, 2015
The new and improved LOTUS Awards, an annual celebration of creative excellence,
innovation and the best in B.C. communications, has announced its 2015 call for
submissions – due Friday, August 21, 2015 at 12:00 PST. B.C. marketers, agencies and
communications professionals are strongly encouraged to review the revised
submission
guidelines
for
the
newly
enhanced
competition
at
http://www.lotusawards.com.
“Updated, redefined and streamlined, the LOTUS Awards made significant changes to its
categories, submission requirements and the judging process to enhance this year’s
competition to better reflect the marketing communications mix in B.C.,” says Jani
Yates, president, Institute of Communication Agencies, the presenting organization
behind the competition.
Following a review of its categories and submission requirements, best practices from
other award platforms, as well as gaining candid feedback from B.C. agencies and
marketers, the LOTUS Awards overhauled its broadcast, campaign, craft, design, digital,
branded content, not for profit/public service, out of home, print and media innovation
categories and added public relations to the 2015 competition.
To account for work that was created during the LOTUS Awards’ hiatus in 2014,
communications that was created and/or produced commercially between August 4,
2013 and August 4, 2015 in British Columbia qualifies for the 2015 LOTUS competition.
The LOTUS Awards has also introduced new guidelines to prevent scam ads from being
entered into the competition, and entries proven to be fake will disqualify the applicant
from entering in LOTUS 2016.
Industry leaders, who represent clients, agencies, digital, design and public relations
disciplines, from across Canada and beyond will serve as judges. The LOTUS Awards, has
pledged to participate in the Let’s Make the Industry 50/50 Initiative and is proud to
have equal participation of women and men on it’s jury. 2015 LOTUS Awards judging
panel includes:




Claude Auchu, Partner/VP, Creative Director, lg2
Brent Choi, Chief Creative & Integration Officer, J Walter Thompson Canada
Israel Diaz, Chief Creative Officer, Y&R Toronto






Monique Gamache, Partner/Design Director, WAX
A.J. Hassan, VP Creative Director, Leo Burnett Chicago
Caroline Murphy, Public Relations consultant
Denise Rossetto, SVP, Executive Creative Director, BBDO Toronto

“The handpicked panel of judges are some of the best and brightest in Canadian
communications and have demonstrated a passion for creativity and innovation,”
explains Nadine Cole, SVP General Manager of Cossette and Co-Chair of the 2015 LOTUS
Awards.
In addition to evaluating each submission, the judges are invited to participate in a panel
presentation during LOTUS Talks, a new inspirational conference where industry
thought leaders from different creative industries share their insights. During the
judges’ panel, a moderator will pose round-table questions pertaining to advertising, the
judges’ work and the B.C. market.
Other confirmed keynote speakers at LOTUS Talks include: Winston Binch, North
American Chief Digital Officer, Deutsch; Gareth Kay, Co-founder, Chapter; Nick Parish,
President, Americas, Contagious; Keith Reinhard, Chairman Emeritus, DDB Worldwide.
LOTUS Talks will take place November 5, 2015 from 1:30 to 5:30 pm, followed by the
LOTUS Awards gala starting at 6:00 pm, both at the Fairmont Vancouver hotel.
About the LOTUS Awards
Since 1989, the LOTUS Awards has honoured creative excellence, innovation and the
best communications in British Columbia. Presented by the Institute of Communication
Agencies (ICA), the LOTUS Awards inspire marketing communications professionals,
across all disciplines, to push their craft by celebrating the breakthrough creative work
of individuals, companies and agencies in British Columbia. The current 2015 sponsors
are: Public Relations Sponsor – DDB Public Relations, Social Media Sponsor - Jelly
Marketing, Website Sponsor- Drive Digital.
Organizations interested in sponsorship marketing opportunities are invited to contact
Desiree Creed at dcreed@icacanada.ca or at 1.416.482.1396 x223.
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